
CDFL0301 
Drop-frame only by Labrie (Hydraulic and fuel tank not 
included, must be selected separately) 

CHFT0300 
Tanks, Saddle tanks: combo 65 gal. fuel / 71 gal. hydraulic 
(Cab-over Diesel) 

CHFT0310 
Tanks, Saddle tanks: larger - combo 85 gal. fuel / 71 gal. 
Hydraulic (Cab-over Diesel) 

CHFT0320 
Tank,  Hydraulic tank in drop section - 65 gal. (All chassis 
Diesel or CNG) 

CHFT0330 
Tank, Single hydraulic saddle tank - 65 gal. (Cab-over 
Diesel or CNG) 

CFTD0301 
Tank, All chassis Diesel : Main Fuel tank in drop section - 
65 gal. (If OEM tank cannot be used) 

BCPH0300 Deduct for no crusher panel 

BCPH0310 
Dual crusher panels (including RH-side controls) | (Only on 
Co-mingle units) 

QUESSTEX Crusher panel installed on street side 

QUESCUEX Crusher panel installed on curb side 

BGCB0300 
Glass compartment in hopper - 3 cu. yd. - 2 compartments 
| (Crusher panel not available on street side) (Body size 
must be 20 yds. minimum) 

BGCB0310 
Glass compartment in hopper - 3 cu. yd. - 1 compartment | 
(Crusher panel not available on street side) (Body size 
must be 20 yds. minimum) 

CCNG0301 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tank (Behind Cab) - Qty 3 tanks - 
50DGE 

CCNG0300 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tank (Behind Cab) - Qty 4 tanks - 
66DGE 

CCNG0303 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tank (Behind Cab) - Qty 5 tanks - 
82DGE 

CCNG0305 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tank (Roof Mounted) - Qty 4 tanks 
- 60DGE | (Hopper Roof optional) 

CCNG0310 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tanks (Roof Mounted) - Qty 5 
tanks - 75DGE | (Hopper Roof optional) 

CCNG0315 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tanks (Roof Mounted) - Qty 4 
tanks - 100DGE | (Body size must be 27 yds. minimum) 
(Hopper Roof optional) 

CCNG0320 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tanks (Tailgate mounted) Qty 2 
tanks - 86DGE | (Available with tailgate 0 cu. yds. only - 
Conditional to engineering approval) 

CCNG0330 
CNG neck-mounted fuel tanks (Tailgate mounted) Qty 3 
tanks - 96DGE | (Available with tailgate 0 cu. yds. only - 
Conditional to engineering approval) 

CNGI0330 
Ignition interlock on filling port cap (Street side port) | (Not 
available on transit-style port) 

CNGC0335 Ignition interlock on filling port cap (Front port) 

CNGF0340 Transit style port on street side 



CNGP0350 Filling port on street side front bumper 

CNGA0300 In-cab CNG gas alarm system 

CNGR0300 Hopper Roof for CNG Roof Mounted system 

CNRD0300 Rear deflector for CNG Roof Mounted system 

CNGW0300 CNG Winter Package 

BCTR0310 R-H side cart tipper, Series 220 Cylinder style 

BCTR0320 
R-H side cart tipper, Series 330 Hi-Lift, Cylinder style, 
single cart 

BCTR0330 
R-H side cart tipper plumbing only (Includes flow divider 
and control valve) 

BCTR0340 

RH-side only, SSO bucket dumper - with fixed wall hopper 
divider | (Only with manual Co-mingle units. LH-side cart 
dumper option not compatible. RH-side cart dumper to be 
Labrie Rotary Actuator style if equipped. Cart attachment 
on bucket for 64 gal. carts maximum) 

BCTR0350 

RH-side only, SSO bucket dumper with additional Labrie 
Rotary Actuator style RH-side tipper | with fixed wall 
hopper divider (Only with manual Co-mingle units. LH-side 
cart dumper option not compatible. Cart attachment on 
bucket for 64 gal. carts maximum) 

BCCR0300 Cart counter for cart tipper, right hand side 

BCTL0310 

L-H side cart tipper, Series 220 Cylinder style, | includes 
Packer and Crusher panel controls and Chute controls if 
equipped (Not available with Dual Helping-Hand) (N/A with 
Helping-Hand Co-mingle units) 

BCTL0320 

L-H side cart tipper, Series 330 Hi-Lift, Cylinder style, | 
includes Packer and Crusher panel controls and Chute 
controls (Not available with Dual Helping-Hand) (Only 
model available with Helping Hand comingle units) 

BCTL0330 
L-H side cart tipper plumbing, | includes Packer and 
Crusher panel controls and Chute controls if equipped (Not 
available with Dual Helping-Hand)  

BCCL0300 Cart counter for cart tipper, left hand side 

BHCD0300 
Deduct for no hydraulic Chute (For Manual Co-mingle units 
only) 

ECKA0340 
LH-side outside controls : Additional Packer and Crusher 
panel controls | (Included with cart tipper on L-H side. N/A 
with Co-mingle units with chute) 

ECKA0350 
LH-side outside controls: Additional Packer, Crusher panel 
and Chute controls | (Included with cart tipper on L-H side. 
N/A with single stream units) 

HPTO0340 
Hot-Shift PTO with pump mounted on crossmember 
(Automated or Manual) 

HHOH0300 Hydraulic oil heater: in-tank (Electric 110V) 

HHFD0320 High pressure filter with dirt alarm (body hydraulics only) 



HHPG0300 Hydraulic pressure gauge on main valve 

HHTG0300 Hydraulic temperature gauge in multiplex display 

HHFR0300 Alarm for hydraulic filter replacement on return line 

HHWK0310 Alarm for hydraulic oil temperature 

HHWK0320 Alarm for low hydraulic oil level 

HHWK0300 Alarm for low hydraulic oil level & hydraulic oil temperature 

HPCR0300 
Packer cylinders hydraulic oil regeneration  
(not available with ISL-G or L9N engine) 

HPSO0300 Automatic pump shut off at 50 km/h- 32 mph 

HSPP0300 
Snow plow provision - Additional valve (2 sections) and in-
cab joystick 

EBCV0300 Body control valve: electric-over-hydraulic  

EPHM0300 Hour Meter connected to pump switch 

EGSE0320 
Global Search Eye Infra-Red Detection System (3 sensors) 
w/o automatic braking system 

EGSE0330 
Global Search Eye Infra-Red Detection System (3 sensors) 
with automatic braking system 

EGSE0310 Third Eye single sensor Radar Detection System 

MSPP0300 Multiplex system password protection 

CSLA0330 
Light: amber strobe 6" Whelen L10 on cab; in-cab switch; 
Qty 1 

CSLA0340 
Light: amber strobe 6" Whelen L41,  on cab: in-cab switch; 
Qty 1 

LAFL0300 
Lights: amber, alternating, flashing 4” LED in upper tailgate 
- Qty 2 

LAFF0350 
Lights: amber, alternating, flashing 4” LED  in front-of-body 
- Qty 2 | (located in bulkhead except for CNG Behind Cab 
where it's a on a raised structure) 

LAFL0370 
Lights: amber, alternating, strobing 4” LED in upper tailgate 
- Qty 2 

LAFF0360 
Lights: amber, alternating, strobing 4” LED in front-of-body 
- Qty 2 | (located in bulkhead except for CNG Behind Cab 
where it's a on a raised structure) 

LBLT0300 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on tailgate, position 2/3 - 4" 
Bulb type 

LBLT0305 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on tailgate position 2/3 - 4" 
LED type 

LBLT0310 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on tailgate, position 1/2 - 4" 
Bulb type 

LBLT0315 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on tailgate position 1/2 - 4" 
LED type 

LBLR0320 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on mid-body rubrails - Bulb 
type 

LBLR0325 
Back up lights: Qty 2 additional on mid-body rubrails - LED 
type 

LLPA0300 
LED light package: | Additional red  central brake light, 
stop, turn & tail lights in special tailgate light box 

LLTD0325 
Bar light 48” LED light traffic director: SWS Model 
59050/59056 in middle of tailgate - in cab switch 



LSLA0320 
Light: amber strobe 6” Whelen L10 in center of tailgate: in-
cab switch - Qty 1 

LSLA0330 
Light: amber strobe 6" Whelen L41, in center of tailgate; in-
cab switch - Qty 1 

LBLP0310 

High Visibility Lighting Package: |  
-Oval 6 inches red central brake light on tailgate.  Qty 1 
-Round 4 inches red stop lights in upper tailgate light bar.  
Qty 2 
-Round 4 inches amber turn signals in upper tailgate light 
bar.  Qty 2 
-Replacement of the STD red turn-tail lights by amber turn 
signals on tailgate lower light bar.  Qty 2 
-Additional marker lights on each side of top body's rear.  
Qty 2 
-Oval 6 inches amber Whelen strobe lights on additional 
light bar center of tailgate.  Qty 5 
-Oval 6 inches amber Whelen strobe lights each side of 
additional tailgate light bar.  Qty 2 
-Round 4 inches LED back up lights on tailgate.  Qty 2 
-Round 4 inches LED back up lights on mid-body rubrails 
with guards.  Qty 2 
-Round 4 inches LED work light, hopper and RH side rail.  
Qty 2 
-Strobe lights activated manually, hydraulics turned on, or 
transmission reverse 

LLTD0320 

Whelen Light Bar on Tailgate: |  
- Amber Strobe Lights  - on Additional Light Bar - Center of 
Tailgate - Qty 5 
- Amber Strobe Lights - Each Side of Additional Tailgate 
Light Bar - Qty 2 

LLPA0310 

Multifunction Lights Package: |  
-Multifunction round amber lights (4) 
-Oval center brake light,red,  in upper tailgate (1) 
-Round brake lights, red, in upper tailgate light bar (2) 

LWLK0310 
Work light kit: single, in-cab single manual switch - Bulb 
type 

LWLK0315 
Work light kit: single, in-cab single manual switch - LED 
type 

LWLK0320 Work light kit: dual, in-cab single manual switch - Bulb type 

LWLK0325 Work light kit: dual, in-cab single manual switch - LED type 

LWLK0330 Work light kit: triple, in-cab single manual switch - Bulb type 

LWLK0335 Work light kit: triple, in-cab single manual switch - LED type 

LSSO0300 Automatic strobe lights shut-off at 50 km/h - 32 mph 

EXL-0001 LH-side hopper (1) 

EXL-0002 LH-side rail (2) 

EXL-0003 RH-side post (3) 

EXL-0004 RH-side rail (4) 



CCCC0341 

Single Safety Vision camera (with shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0342 

Dual Safety Vision cameras (with shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0343 

Triple Safety Vision cameras (with shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0344 

Quadruple Safety Vision cameras (with shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 
- Note : the shutter of the 4th camera (default camera - ex : 
hopper) will always stay opened 

CCCC0301 

Single 3rd Eye camera (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0302 

Dual 3rd Eye cameras (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0303 

Triple 3rd Eye cameras (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0304 

Quadruple 3rd Eye cameras (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0311 

Single 3rd Eye camera - Wide angle (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0312 

Dual 3rd Eye cameras - Wide angle (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0313 

Triple 3rd Eye cameras - Wide angle (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0314 

Quadruple 3rd Eye cameras - Wide angle (no shutter) : |  
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 



CCCC0321 

Single Zone Defense camera (with shutter) : |  
(N/A with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0322 

Dual Zone Defense cameras (with shutter) : |  
(N/A with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0323 

Triple Zone Defense cameras (with shutter) : |  
(N/A with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0324 

Quadruple Zone Defense cameras (with shutter) : |  
(N/A with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- Shutter 

CCCC0327 

Single Zone Defense camera (no shutter) : |  
(Only model available with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0328 

Dual Zone Defense cameras (no shutter) : |  
(Only model available with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0329 

Triple Zone Defense cameras (no shutter) : |  
(Only model available with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCC0330 

Quadruple Zone Defense cameras (no shutter) : |  
(Only model available with DVR monitor) 
- Monitor must be selected separately 
- Heater 
- No Shutter 

CCCM0341 

Safety Vision 7” color LCD monitor : |   
- Included in system base price for shuttered and non-
shuttered cameras 
- Split screen 

CCCM0301 
3rd Eye 7” color LCD monitor : |  
- Included in system base price 
- Split screen 

CCCM0303 
3rd Eye 7” color LCD monitor - AWT07MLEDT : |  
- Split screen 



CCCM0304 
3rd Eye 9” color LCD DVR monitor : |  
- Split screen 

CCCM0321 

Zone Defense 7” color LCD monitor : |  
- Included in system base price 
- Split screen 
- Touch screen 

CCCM0322 
Zone Defense 9” color LCD monitor : |  
- Split screen 
- Touch screen 

CCCM0323 

Zone Defense 9” color DVR monitor : |  
- Split screen 
- Touch screen 
- N/A with shuttered cameras 

CCAW0300 3rd Eye Air Wash on backup camera 

CCSB0300 Camera system: 3rd Eye, installed on body builder cable 

CCPC0300 Protection cages on cameras 

EX-0000 
No camera system. | At customer request no camera 
installed at Labrie but for safety and liability reasons 
camera sytem will be retrofitted after delivery. 

EX-0001 Tailgate center 2/3 (1)  

EX-0002 Tailgate center 1/2 (2) 

EX-0003 Center tailgate 1/3 (3) 

EX-0004 Hopper  LH-side (4) 

EX-0005 RH-side post pointing curbside (5) 

EX-0006 RH-side rail (6) 

EX-0007 Tailgate center left 2/3 (7)  

EX-0008 Tailgate center right 2/3 (8)  

EX-0009 Tailgate center  left 1/2 (9)  

EX-0010 Tailgate Center right 1/2 (10)  

EX-0011 Alley left 2/3 (11) 

EX-0012 Alley right 2/3 (12) 

EX-0013 Alley left 1/2 (13) 

EX-0014 Alley right 1/2 (14) 

EX-0015 Mirror L-H side (15) 

EX-0016 Mirror R-H side (16) 

EX-0017 LH-side rail (17)  

EX-0018 Hopper Center Left (18)  

EX-0019 Hopper Center Right (19)  

EX-0026 Windshield pointing forward (26) 

EX-0028 Windshield pointing towards driver (28) 

EX-0360 360 view - 4 cameras total (360) 

BALS0310 
Ground level grease points: for tailgate & hopper door 
hinges 

BPLS0300 Central grease point for packer shoes and rails 

BRLS0300 Central grease point for follower panel rollers 

BCOT0300 
Clean out tools | (broom & shovel kit including brackets 
installed inside RH-side door; hoe including bracket 
installed on LH-side body) 



BFEX0310 
Fire Extinguisher- 20 lbs | (standard position : body 
curbside unless specified otherwise by regulation) 

BFEX0320 
Two (2) Fire Extinguishers- 20 lbs | (standard position : 
body streetside and curbside unless specified otherwise by 
regulation) 

BLSH0300 
Loading step (2), both sides at hopper: also requires safety 
panic bars 

BPBK0300 
Panic bars/limit switch kit/2nd hand enable button (MOL 
2004) 

BPBK0310 Panic bars only 

BRWD0300 Display Signs - 32in H. x 84in L. 

BRWD0310 Display Signs - 32in H. x 96in L. 

BRWD0320 Display Signs - 48in H. x 96in L. 

BWBT0300 Continuous body welding at specified points  

BSFU0300 Hardox 450 body floor upgrade 

BESK0300 Environmental spill kit installed on body 

BESK0310 Spill kit, Inside toolbox (toolbox not included), BREG 9040 

BRTB0300 Retainer teeth under breaker bar 

BBGA0300 Truck side guards (Bike guards) 

BCHT0300 Cart holders on tailgate (2) (Subject to space availability) 

BWCH0300 Wheel chocks (2) mounted curbside 

BTDP0300 Tailgate drip pan (NOT available with tag axle) 

BNLD0300 
No logos or decals other than safety and Labrie Enviroquip 
Group logo on unit 

BASN0300 Mud flaps w/o Logo 

CRAD0300 Remote air drains petcock type 

CCTB0320 
Toolbox: Aluminum, chassis-mounted, size 18’’ x 24’’ x 
43’’, | hydraulic tank shape (fits in-drop; n/a on all chassis 
types) 

CCTB0330 

Toolbox: Aluminum, chassis-mounted, size: 24" x 24" x 14" 
| (Location TBD, depending on space availability, 
Additional charges may apply if chassis components need 
to be relocated) 

CERM0300 
Exhaust routing modification on Freightliner M2-112 and 
114SD - CNG chassis only | (for drop frame and cab 
conversion) 

CERM0320 
Exhaust routing modification on International chassis - 
EPA2010. 

CRTH0300 Rear tow hooks (2) 

CBFH0300 
Chassis, Holes filling, Grade 8 bolts in the holes without 
paint on the chassis 

CFSS0300 Fire Suppression system Safecraft LT5 

CWBM0300 
Wheelbase modification: Lenghten single axle chassis WB 
(including longer ABS cable & drive shaft) 

CWBM0305 Wheelbase modification: Shorten single axle chassis WB 

CWBM0310 
Wheelbase modification: Lenghten tandem axle chassis 
WB (including longer ABS cable & drive shaft) 

CWBM0315 Wheelbase modification: Shorten tandem axle chassis WB 



CHPA0310 
13.5K Hendrickson Composilite steerable tag axle 
(including steel wheels and tires) 

CHPA0320 
13.5K Hendrickson Composilite steerable tag axle 
(including aluminum wheels and tires) 

PCBP0310 
Body: 1 Color Urethane Body Paint | 
- Included in unit base price 
- Includes bolt-on parts painted body color 

PCBP0300 
Body: 1 Color Base Coat/Clear Coat Body Paint  | 
- Includes bolt-on parts painted body color 

PCBP0320 
Body: 2 Colors Urethane Body Paint | 
- 1 color separation 
- Includes bolt-on parts painted body color 

PCBP0325 
Body: 2 Colors Base Coat/Clear Coat Body Paint | 
- 1 color separation 
- Includes bolt-on parts painted body color 

PPCE0350 

Cab : Urethane Paint (Cab Exterior) 1 color (other than 
color supplied)  | 
- No paint scheme  
- Including doors jambs 

PPCE0360 

Cab : Base Coat/Clear Coat Paint (Cab Exterior) 1 color 
(other than color supplied)  | 
- No paint scheme  
- Including doors jambs 

PPCE0370 

Cab : Urethane Paint (Cab Exterior) 2 colors (other than 
color supplied)  |  
- With paint scheme (1 color separation)  
- Including doors jambs 

PPCE0380 

Cab : Base Coat/Clear Coat Paint (Cab Exterior) 2 colors 
(other than color supplied)  |  
- With paint scheme (1 color separation)  
- Including doors jambs 

PZUC0300 Undercoating on cab: chassis & body 

PSSS0310 
CAUTION THIS VEHICLE STOPS AND BACKS 
FREQUENTLY, 74.5in x 23.5in (black on yellow 
background) 

PSSS0320 
CAUTION THIS VEHICLE MAKES FREQUENT STOPS 
STAY BACK 50 FEET, 65in x 20in (red on white 
background) 

PSSD0330 SLOW DOWN TO GET AROUND, 36in x 18in 

CACH0600 
Auxiliary cab heater & glove dryer: on RH-side, stand-up 
drive - 12,500 BTU 

CADS0600 Air driver’s sliding seat: vinyl, no armrest - Bostrum type 

CADS0610 
Air driver and passenger sliding seats: vinyl, no armrest - 
Bostrum type 

CADS0690 
Air driver seat moved from LH-side to Sit-down drive 
conversion on RH-side 

CANB0600 Auto-neutral on brake pedal 

CCFR0620 Heated floor on RH-side cab conversion 

CDMP0600 Deadman platform on low entry floor 



CDPI0620 
Dashboard package on cab conversion: | engine 
temperature, engine-oil pressure & transmission 
temperature gauge on RH-side 

CLRH0600 
Low entry on RH-side ONLY: without pedals & steering; | 
requires Deadman platform option (International and 
Freightliner cabs) 

CSLH0600 
Stand-up drive on LH-side: with pedals & lateral sliding 
seat (International cab only) 

CSRH0600 
Stand-up drive on RH-side: with pedals & steering 
(International and Freightliner cabs only) 

CSRH0610 
Sit-down drive on RH-side:  with pedals & steering | 
(International and Freightliner cabs only - Seat not 
included) 

CWDF0600 Windshield defroster fans: Qty 2 

CWFD0600 Windows in foldable door on RH-side:  Qty 4 

LWLM0600 
Work light on cab conversion RH-side (4), in-cab manual 
switch, auto-activated by work brake, | on Stand-up drive 
only  - Bulb type 

LWLM0610 
Work light on cab conversion RH-side (4), in-cab manual 
switch, auto-activated by work brake, | on Stand-up drive 
only  - LED type 

CRBR0600 Automatic retainer arm in RHSUD cab door  

CRBL0610 Automatic retainer arm in LHSUD cab door 

CHBM0600 
Two (2) heated bus type mirrors on cab fenders |  (for 
International or Freightliner cab without Labrie cab 
conversion) 

CHBM0610 
One (1) Unheated bus type mirror on cab LH side | (for 
Cab Over chassis without Labrie cab conversion) 

CHBM0620 
One (1) Heated bus type mirror on cab LH side | (for Cab 
Over chassis without Labrie cab conversion) 

FEWA0350-1 
PLAN A1 - Add 1 year on body & hydraulics for a total of 2 
years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

FEWA0350-2 
PLAN A2 - Add 2 years on body & hydraulics for a total of 3 
years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

FEWA0350-3 
PLAN A3 - Add 3 years on body & hydraulics for a total of 4 
years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

FEWA0350-4 
PLAN A4 - Add 4 years on body & hydraulics for a total of 5 
years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

HEWA0350-1 
PLAN B1 - Add 1 year on hydraulics PUMPS AND 
VALVES only for a total of 2 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

HEWA0350-2 
PLAN B2 - Add 2 years on hydraulics PUMPS AND 
VALVES only for a total of 3 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

HEWA0350-3 
PLAN B3 - Add 3 years on hydraulics PUMPS AND 
VALVES only for a total of 4 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

HEWA0350-4 
PLAN B4 - Add 4 years on hydraulics PUMPS AND 
VALVES only for a total of 5 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

CEWA0350-1 
PLAN C1 - Add 1 year on hydraulic CYLINDERS only for a 
total of 2 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

CEWA0350-2 
PLAN C2 - Add 2 years on hydraulic CYLINDERS only for 
a total of 3 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 



CEWA0350-3 
PLAN C3 - Add 3 years on hydraulic CYLINDERS only for 
a total of 4 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

CEWA0350-4 
PLAN C4 - Add 4 years on hydraulic CYLINDERS only for 
a total of 5 years (PARTS AND LABOR) 

 


